
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Teachers managing their own conference availability  

Some schools have teachers manage some or all of their own availability for parent-teacher conferences 

within specified parameters. To accommodate for this, the Conference Manager system admin creates a 

number of conference sessions well in advance of the Conference Manager opening for parents to book. 

In the configuration of the conference session, the Staff Breaks setting must be checked as shown.  

 

 

Within the specified parameters, teachers are then asked to manage their availability. If that includes 

flexibility allows for teachers to participate some rather than all conference sessions, the teachers must 

inform the system admin as to which conference sessions they will and will not be conducting 

conferences. The system admin would then ensure that each conference session is configured so that a 

checkmark appears is beside only the staff members participating in each conference session.  

If the teachers are provided the flexibility of choosing the time slots they will be available within a 

conference session, then the teachers must log into the Conference Manager in advance of parent 

booking and adjust their schedule for each conference session and indicating which time blocks they are 

not going to be available. They do this by removing the availability checkbox beside a time slot. 

It is very important that teachers and the system admin user perform these tasks before parents begin 

scheduling.  

The screenshot on the following pages shows the sequence the system admin and teachers follow to 

perform these actions. 



 

 

 

 

 
 

 ACTION: Teachers inform system admin which conference sessions they will be conducting conferences. The 

System admin must ensure there is a checkmark beside the names of the teachers who are conducting conferences 

for each conference session. 

1. To do this the system admin clicks the CONFERENCES TAB, and then the small EDIT button beside the 

conference session. 

 
 

2. System admin ensures there are checkmarks beside only the staff who are participating in conferences and 

then clicks the SUBMIT button 

 
 

3. After the sessions are updated, it is helpful to informs parents that not all teachers conduct conferences in 

all sessions. If possible, send an email or use the Parent Note Field in the Conference Round configuration 

to make parents aware of which teachers are available (or not available) in each session. The more aware 

parents are that teachers have some flexibility in the schedules they create, the more smoothly 

conferences are likely to go. 

TEACHER ACTION: If a teacher is not participating in all time slots in a conference session, they set their 

availability as described below: 

4. In the Conference Manager click the MY SCHEDULE tab. The teacher then selects the Conference 

Session they wish to adjust their availability and ensures there is a checkmark in the availability checkbox 

for each time slot that parents will be able to book.  

 

 


